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Abstract. The handwritten text recognition problem is widely studied by the researchers of computer
vision community due to its scope of improvement and applicability to daily lives. It is a sub-domain of
pattern recognition. Due to advancement of computational power of computers since last few decades
neural networks based systems heavily contributed towards providing the state-of-the-art handwritten
text recognizers. In the same direction, we have taken two state-of-the art neural networks systems and
merged the attention mechanism with it. The attention technique has been widely used in the domain
of neural machine translations and automatic speech recognition and now is being implemented in text
recognition domain. In this study, we are able to achieve 4.15% character error rate and 9.72% word
error rate on IAM dataset, 7.07% character error rate and 16.14% word error rate on GW dataset after
merging the attention and word beam search decoder with existing Flor et al. architecture. To analyse
further, we have also used system similar to Shi et al. neural network system with greedy decoder and
observed 23.27% improvement in character error rate from the base model.

Key words: handwriting recognition, deep learning, word beam search, attention, neural network,
lexicon.

1. Introduction

One of the major modes of communication is through handwritten text. From the 19th

century onwards, there is a rapid growth in the various computer technologies. One such
domain is handwriting recognition [53]. It is a sub-domain of pattern recognition. The
act of transcribing handwritten text into a digitized form is named as handwritten text
recognition (HTR). This problem is widely studied in the research community due to its
omnipresent need where people communicate and interact. The communication mode
can be verbal, by sign language or with handwritten text. At present, handwritten text
can be represented in two ways: online and offline. The online handwriting recognition
is performed while the text to be recognized is written (e.g. by a pressure setting device),
therefore temporal and geometric information is available. It is a way of processing and
recognizing the text while writing or entering. The offline handwriting recognition is
performed by collecting handwritten data and feeding these data into a computing device
for recognition. The HTR task faces various challenges, like cursiveness of handwritten
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text, different size and shape of each character and large vocabularies. There are many
challenging aspects of any unconstrained handwriting recognition task. For example, in
unconstrained handwriting recognition there is no control over author, writing styles and
instrument used for writing. Moreover, different vertical and horizontal space present
among different lines or different words in the same line causes uncertainty in a total
number of lines and words, respectively, in a page and line of a handwritten document
for an automatic text recognizer [33].

One of the key application areas of HTR is converting the ancient historical hand-
written text into the digital form as a part of modern digital library. It helps in bridging
the gap among computers and humans in various domains. Apart from this, invoices,
notes, accidental claims, feedback forms are usually in the handwritten format and these
can be used as digital footprints in the industrial domain. Despite from having developed
many state of the art techniques, HTR domain is still far away from having a generic
system that is able to read any handwritten text. Initial state of the art approaches of
the HTR domain were based upon Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [4, 9, 22, 24]. Re-
cently, Neural Network (NN) based techniques have been on the rise among the state of
the art methods, specially Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) techniques, in various
challenging tasks.

In any typical HTR system an input image consists of a sequence of objects (char-
acters) to be recognized, that contextually depend upon each other. The recognized
text length also varies greatly; for example, English language word “To” is of length
2, “Tomorrow” is of length 8 and “The quick brown fox jumps over a lazy dog” is of
length 33. The recognition of such sequences of objects is done either at word or line
level. Although word level recognition systems are quite popular, for a generic system
this technique is suboptimal. Firstly, for handwritten text, it is not always feasible to do
word segmentation due to their proximity or partially overlapping locations. In addition
to this, for densely written handwritten text, it is complex to detect large number of
words and at last there may be scenarios where a word is not separated by a space which
is a word separator considered by most of the linguistic systems [36]. Thus this study
focuses on line level recognition architecture to make the system as generic as possible.

The CNN in connection with the RNN have been consistently performing good and
are able to give state of the art results for the HTR problem [35,38,51]. The CNN typi-
cally has a convolutional layer that uses convolution operation for extracting the features
of the given image by applying various filters. The RNN is used to capture sequences
and contextual information hence is able to correlate the relationship among characters
rather then treating them independently. The Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory
(BLSTM) [23,27] RNN is used to capture long term dependencies and to consider more
context in comparison to typical RNN architecture. Deep BLSTM RNN is widely used
in speech recognition tasks [26, 46]. The output from BLSTM RNN is the character
probability versus time matrix, where probabilities of specific characters are calculated
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for each time step. In 2006, a technique was introduced to train and score NN architec-
tures in which input sequence and output labels are given in the form of the input and
output pair. The Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) function introduced in
this technique does not depend upon the underlying network architecture [25]. Hence,
in architecture trained by the CTC, output of the RNN is characters probabilities, in-
cluding the blank character. A blank character is a special character introduced in CTC
to handle duplicate characters. Obtaining the actual text from the output of the RNN
is called decoding.

A typical HTR system includes various preprocessing steps to minimize the variation
of text as much as possible. There are no generic preprocessing steps but these usually
relie on the input of the HTR system [19].

In this study, we have usued the line based gated convolution text recognition sys-
tem [15]. The attention was first introduced in Neural Machine Translation (NMT)
task [2, 39]. In a typical NMT task attention is used to provide the importance of each
word at a given time step while translating. Other than NMT, attention is also used
in speech recognition tasks [14]. Some recent studies have also shown attention to be
a promising method used with a HTR task. In this study, we have blended the atten-
tion mechanism with CTC based NN system to learn and propagate the image features
and utilize the benefits obtained from both the techniques The key contributions of the
present study are as follows.

•The text recognition system is explained in an end-to-end manner and in a simplified way.

• Popular attention mechanism is merged with existing state-of-the-art HTR techniques.

•Two separate NN systems are taken and merged with attention module to make our obser-
vation generalized.

•Attention module is merged with Flor et al. and Shi et al. architecture to learn and
propagate the image features efficiently while training of the NN system.

•Additionally, Word Beam Search (WBS) decoder [49] has been added as a post processing
step to improve the accuracy in Flor et al. system [15].

•Greedy decoding method is used with Shi et al. architecture [51] to show the percentage of
improvement we observed by adding the attention module to the existing NN system.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 covers the key contributions in
the domain of the HTR. In section 3 the system design is discussed. Section 4 briefs
the experimental setup. In Section 5 the results of this study and the comparison with
other works are presented. Section 6 contains the discussion. At last, conclusions are
presented in Section 7.

2. Related Work

In this section, we have discussed the key contributions in the domain of the HTR.
We especially focused on the methods and techniques involving line level HTR. Early
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works in this domain have used dynamic programming based methods to segment and
identify the words at character level using optimum path finding algorithm [3,11]. Fur-
ther improvement was observed by using the HMM based techniques in the HTR [55].
Standard HMM based methods lack handling the long sequences of characters as per
the Markov assumption. To improve the accuracy further, these models are combined
with other basic NN systems. In one such method, an HMM/ANN based architecture is
presented in which trigram Language Model (LM) is used for recognition purposes [18].
Later, more advanced NN layers systems are studied in connection with the HMMs. In
a similar study, the HMM based HTR architecture is used that improves the accuracy of
recognition on IAM and RIMES dataset by applying preprocessing steps, discriminative
HMM training and discriminative feature extraction. In [34], an LSTM network is used
for feature extraction, and word and character level LMs are used to improve the accu-
racy even more. Further, in one such study, the activation function of the gated units of
the LSTM is modified to make the overall system robust. A combination of HMM and
LSTM is used as a recognizer [17].

Current state-of-the-art are NN based systems. In one such system, the Convolutional
Recurrent Neural Network (CRNN) architecture is introduced that is a combination of
the CNN and the RNN and is able to produce state-of-the-art results in recognizing
sequential objects in scene-text images [51] (available also in [50]). Similar to CRNN,
one variant of RNNs, that is Multidimensional Long Short-Term Memory (MDLSTM)
network, has been widely studied by the research community [28]. The MDLSTM ar-
chitectures provide the recurrence in both directions (horizontal and vertical) along the
given image [37]. Thus, two dimensional data of unconstrained handwritten text can be
processed. Utilizing this nature of the MDLSTM, many page level recognition systems
of the HTR are also proposed. In one such study, the proposed architecture is able to
recognize paragraph level texts. External segmentation of the paragraph into lines is
prone to errors and these errors propagate from segmentation to recognition. By doing
an implicit recognition, this study resolves the error generated due to poor segmentation.
In this study, the MDLSTM-RNN is used with attention mechanism. In [6] (published
earlier as [5]), a trigram LM is used that was trained on LOB, Brown and Wellington
corpora [30]. In a similar work [8] (available also in [7]), authors used an attention based
model for end-to-end HTR. In this approach, an MDLSTM, CTC and attention based
model is gradually trained from consecutive images of words to a complete text line.
As the size of the sentence increases accuracy increases gradually. To handle the para-
graph data, augmentation techniques are used to generate enough training data and the
model is modified with curriculum learning to adapt to recognition at paragraph level.
These networks are complex and require the use of a large number of computational
resources. The NN architecture based on convolutional and 1D-LSTM layers is able to
learn similar features with a significantly smaller computational cost [45]. Some notable
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state-of-the-art systems are only made up of CNN layers or attention techniques without
any recurrent layer [13,42,43,44,52,57,58].

3. System Design

In this section, we presented an overview of each module proposed in the text recognition
system in detail. In this study, we have used modified Bahdanau attention [2], which was
successfully used in two state-of-the-art NN systems [15] and [51]. Both of these systems
take the input image and extract its features. The propagated features are processed by
the attention and the RNN layer to produce the occurrence probability of each character
at each time step. Figure 1 presents the system architecture in detail. Later in the
discussion section, more is written on the position of attention layer in the NN model.

3.1. Feature Extraction

In both above mentioned systems, a greyscale image is taken as an input and its feature
map is produced as an output. A set of convolution layers is used to extract these input
image features. The heart of a convolution layer is a convolution operation. A kernel
slides over a given input image to produce its feature map. The convolution operation
is followed by Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) activation function, which produces the
non-linearity in the NN system. Quick convergence was observed in ReLU comparison
to the other activation function of the same class. As shown in Fig. 1 the input image is
first pre-processed then this processed image is passed through a set of convolution and
fully gated convolution layers in Flor et al. [15] to extract the most relevant features.
While in Shi et al. [51], a series of convolution layers with varying kernel sizes are used
to extract features of images.

3.2. Attention Module

The CNN output is a four dimensional vector which is reshaped to three dimensions
(batch size, time-steps, features at each time step). These feature maps (f1, f2..., fn) are
fed to the attention module as input. The motivation for applying attention is towards
getting a more powerful representation using a weighted context vector (C). At a given
timestep, it is computed using Eq. (1),

C =

T∑
i=1

sif
CNN
i , (1)

where fCNN
i is feature information at ith time step, T is the total number of time steps

and si is attention weight corresponding to fCNN
i which is calculated using Eq. (2),
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Fig. 1. System Architecture

si =
exp (ai)∑T

k=1 exp (ak)
, (2)

where ai is alignment score of feature fi at a given time step. It is learned using Feed
Forward Neural Network (FNN) while training of the NN model. The inputs of different
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times are aggregated using attention based weighting. Thus, attention mechanism is
applied in the time step dimension such that at each step more relevant features will be
send to further RNN layers. Before applying the attention mechanism, we have to first
permute the reshaped output of CNN. The current output without permutation will be of
form (batch size, time steps, features per time step) and by applying dense layer without
permuting it would be understood that there was no feature exchange due to attention
mechanism, which is a false assumption. So, after the permutation operation, FFN layer
is used to get attention probabilities. This operation will be performed for each time
step. Thus we obtained a matrix that contains the weighted attention probabilities at
each time step, which further multiplied to feature vectors to obtain the context vector.
This context vector will be given to the next layer for further processing.

3.3. Recurrent Layers

Due to its property of having internal memory, the recurrent layers are widely used
in sequence learning tasks. HTR is a sequence learning problem when we identify the
probability of character occurrence given as an input image at each time step. As shown
in Fig. 1, the output of the attention layer is given to Bidirectional Gated Recurrent
Unit (BGRU) in Flor et al. system and similarly, the attention output is given to stacked
BLSTM layers in Shi et al. system. Both systems used bidirectional stacked layers for
processing input in forward and backward directions.

3.4. WBS Decoder

In a NN system, when trained with CTC loss function, the recurrent layer produces
the character probabilities at each time-step. These probabilities are mapped to final
character sequences using various decoding algorithms such as greedy, token passing and
WBS decoder. This was proposed in [49]. The prefix tree made from the available corpus
is internally used by this technique to decide which path to take while decoding at each
time step. A beam is simply one possible character sequence. The number of beams that
takes part in the next time step is equal to beam width except at t = 0. At the final
time step, the beam that has the highest probability is selected as the final sequence and
given as the output of the recognizer. We have used Beam Width = 50, and Processing

Mode as ’NGram’ while applying this decoder in the present study [49].

4. Experimental Setup

In this section, we discuss the experimental work done in this study. This includes
discussion on the datasets, preprocessing, data augmentation, evaluation metrics and
training details. We have used the basic model of Flor et al. [15,16] and WBS according
to [48,49]. The NN systems were implemented using the Keras package [29] in Python.
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Tab. 1. Train, validation and test splits of IAM and GW datsets

SNo. Dataset Train set Validation set Test set

1
IAM Dataset

(No. of characters=79)
6,161 900 1,861

2
GW Dataset

(No. of characters=82)
325 168 163

4.1. Dataset

In this study, we evaluated our model on IAM [40] and GW [21] benchmarked datasets.
These datasets contain pages of handwritten texts. These datasets contain the text
images and their transcription at word, line and paragraph levels. Each of both datasets
is discussed below.

4.1.1. IAM

The IAM dataset [40] contains the handwritten English text forms used by text recog-
nizers for training and testing purposes. Data are present at word, line and paragraph
levels. In this work, we have used the data present at line level with standard split as
defined in Table 1. The IAM dataset contains 657 writers, 1539 pages of scanned text,
13353 text lines and 115320 words. All the data is in labelled format. LOB corpus is
used to build the IAM dataset.

4.2. George Washington dataset (GW)

This dataset [21] contains the English letters written by George Washington to their
associates in 1755. It has a total of 20 pages whose data is annotated at the word level,
making 5000 words in total. We have used the train, test and validation split as specified
in Table 1.

4.3. Preprocessing

The preprocessing techniques are used to improve the quality of degraded handwritten
text documents. In this study, we have used illumination compensation [10], binariza-
tion [47] and deslanting [56] as preprocessing techniques. Figure 2 shows the image of
the IAM dataset after each preprocessing technique.

4.4. Evaluation Metric

The evaluation metric is used to identify how well the proposed system is performing
in comparison to earlier studies. We have used the standard evaluation metric Char-
acter Error Rate (CER) and Word Error Rate (WER). It is based on the Levenshtein
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distance (LD). It is formulated as follows,

WER =
Sword +Dword + Iword

Nword
(3)

where Sword is the number of substitutions required, Dword is the number of deletions
required, Iword is the number of insertions required at word level, and Nword is the total
number of characters in the ground truth sentence.

CER is the same as WER; the only difference is that in CER we work on the character
level instead of the word level like in WER.

4.5. Data Augmentation

Data augmentation techniques are used to provide different variations of the samples
available for training. For a NN system to be able to learn properly, the right amount
of training data is required. The model can either be overfit or underfit based on the
availability of the data. We have used random morphological and displacement trans-
formations such as resizing, rotation, image displacement, erosion and dilation.

4.6. Training Details

In this section, we discuss the training and testing algorithm used in the present system.
Algorithm 4.1 presents the training strategy and explains the details of the attention
module. Algorithm 4.2 explains the decoding using the WBS decoder. In the Shi et al.
system, the training architecture is the same except for the number and type of layers,
but for the decoding purpose, we have used best path decoding to produce results in
that setup.

Explanation We will discuss the training process as in algorithm 4.1 in line by line
manner, as follows.

Fig. 2. Results of pre-processing techniques
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Algorithm 4.1 Training Details

Input line images I1, I2, ...In and ground truth y1, y2, ...yn
Result Trained model weights on minimizing the validation loss

1: epochs=1000, batch=16, lr=0.001, stop tolerance=20, reduce tolerance=15; //ini-
tialize the training parameters

2: procedure Attention(RNNout)
3: RNNout=Permute(2,1)RNNout; //permute the time and feature axis
4: αp=Dense(timestep,softmax); //Calculate the attention weights
5: αp=Permute(2,1)αp;
6: Contextvec=Multiply(RNNout,αp); //Calculate the context vector
7: return Contextvec;
8: end procedure
9: procedure MAIN()

10: init model(); //Initialize the model framework
11: for i=1 to batch do
12: augmentImage(Ii); //Augment text line images
13: CNNi=(Ii); //Extract features of the Image
14: Reshapei=Reshape(CNNi); //Reshape output of CNN for further proc.
15: RNNinp−i=Attention(Reshapei); //Attention module
16: ŷi=RNN(RNNinp−i); //Processing RNN Layers
17: ŷi=Dense(timestep,Numchar + 1(for CTC blank)); //Finding the character

occurrence at each time step
18: δctc+=Lctc(yi,ŷi); //Computing CTC loss
19: end for
20: Backward(δctc); //Updating model weights using backpropagation
21: end procedure

Line 1:Define training model parameters such as batch size learning rate, early stopping
criteria and the total number of epochs.

Line 3: Permute the dimension of the output to enable feature exchange.

Line 4: Apply the dense() layer along the time step.

Line 5: Permute back the attention vector

Line 6: Obtaining the context vector by multiplying the features with the attention
weights for each step.

Line 7: Returns the context vector to the main function to be further processed by
RNN layers.

Line 10: Load the NN model.

Line 12: For a given batch, augment the preprocessed image.
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Line 13: Extract the features of the image using a series of convolutions and gated
convolutions operations.

Line 14: Converting 4D feature maps to 3D vectors to be further processed by attention
and RNN layers.

Line 15: Applied the attention as defined above and obtained the context vector.

Line 16: Find the predicted character occurrence from the output of RNN

Line 17: Map the output of RNN to the number of characters of dataset + 1 for the
sequence prediction.

Line 18: Compute the CTC loss from predicted and actual character sequence.

Line 20: Based upon the Loss value, train the NN system using backpropagation.

Algorithm 4.2 Prediction process

Input Text line image I, Etestcorpus , Echars, Ewordchars

Result Prediction of image text with CER and WER

1: BW=50, mode=’NGrams’, smooth=0.01; //Initializing the WBS decoding params.
2: initNNModel(); //Loading of the trained model with all the layers
3: output=Modelpredict(I); //Predicting the text in the Image
4: ŷ= Decoder(BW,mode,smooth = 0.01, Dtestcorpus , Dchars, Dwordchars); //Applying

WBS decoding algorithm
5: CER,WER = accuracy(y,ŷ); //compute CER and WER

Explanation We will discuss prediction process as in algorithm 4.2 in line by line
manner, as follows,

Line 1: Input text line image I. First, initialize the parameters of WBS decoding.

Line 2: Build the model.

Line 3: Process the image as per the trained model.

Line 4: RNN’s output dimensions are swapped as per predefined input accepted by the
WBS decoder.

Line 5: Computation of character occurrence using WBS decoding algorithm.

Line 6: Estimate the accuracy of the model on test images.

5. Results and Comparison

In this section, the results obtained in the present study have been discussed and com-
pared with the other state-of-the-art methods. This HTR system recognizes the hand-
written text on the line level, so the results are compared with other state-of-the-art
line level systems. We are able to achieve 4.12% CER and 9.72% WER on the IAM
dataset, and 7.07% CER and 16.14% WER on the GW dataset having Flor et al. as
our based model and WBS as a decoding algorithm. We have also implemented Shi
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et al. architecture and merged the attention module with it. Similar improvements were
observed in that architecture reported in Table 4. The greedy decoder was used in this
system. The given attention module is providing a 23.27% improvement with respect to
the basic model.

Tab. 2. Comparison of present work with other state-of-the-art line level works on IAM Dataset

S No. Reference Method CER WER

1 Puigcerver et al. [45]
CNN + LSTM +

CTC
4.4 12.2

2 Chowdhury et al. [12]
CNN + BLSTM +

LSTM
8.1 16.7

3 Michael et al. [41]
CNN + LSTM +

Attention
4.87 -

4 Kang et al. [31, 32] Transformer 4.67 15.45
5 Yousef et al. [58] CNN + CTC 4.9 -

6 Flor et al. [15]
CNN + BGRU +

CTC
3.72 11.18

7 Present Work
CNN + Attention +

BGRU + CTC
4.15 9.72

Tab. 3. Comparison of present work with other state-of-the-art line level works on GW Dataset

S No. Reference Method CER WER
1 Toledo et al. [54] CNN + BLSTM + CTC 7.32 -
2 Almazan et al. [1] Word Embedding 17.40 -
3 Fischer et al. [20] HMM + RNN 20 -

4 Present Work
CNN + Attention +

BGRU + CTC
7.07 16.14

Tab. 4. Similar NN System to Shi et al. recreated and attention module applied CNN as in Flor et al.
except using greedy decoder instead of WBS

Architecture CER(in %)
Model Based Upon Shi et. al 11.00
Model Based Upon Shi et al + Attention 8.44
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Fig. 3. Comparison of Training and Validation loss at different places of attention module

6. Discussion

In the proposed study, the attention mechanism helped in identifying relevant features
in the given input image. We have experimentally found two possible positions where
this attention block can be plugged in. Through extensive experiments and as per the
graphs shown in Fig. 3, it is evident that the use of the attention mechanism before
the recurrent layers and after the CNN layer helps the model to converge quicker with
better accuracy. As shown in Fig. 3, with the same hyper-parameters for training, the
model learns better and converges quickly when the attention module is applied after
CNN layers.

7. Conclusion

In the present study, we have merged attention with two state-of-the-art NN systems
that are Flor et al. and a small version of Shi et al. We were able to achieve 4.15% CER
and 9.72% WER on the IAM dataset, and 7.07% CER and 16.14% WER on the GW
dataset. We have also observed a 23.17% improvement in CER from the base model by
applying attention module in the NN system similar to Shi et al. system. The accuracies
obtained after applying the attention module favour our hypothesis that attention helps
in learning the image features better. The position of applying the attention module is
a critical step to consider, which we addressed in the discussion section. In future, we
will work on extending this work to page or paragraph level.
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